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A Garage Door 
Made just for you...

YOUR SATISFACTION,
OUR ENGAGEMENT
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For an actual look

The best lighting will always be the 
natural light. The contemporary garage 
door from GAREX, optimizes the 
outdoor brightness for a clear and 
pleasant interior space.

This door offers a maximum window 
size in various finishes and can be 
arranged to harmonize with the 
modern look of houses.

Panoramic
m
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DOOR DIMENSIONS

The disposition of vertical mullions and the height of glass sections can be modi-
fied to fit the desired architectural aspect.

* Other colours available upon request.

Frame Colours

Glasses

CLEAR ANODIZEDWHITE BLACK

*Tempered glass

Clear glass

Acid-etched

Grey tinted glass 

Frosted glass 

Bronze tinted glass

 Clear polycarbonate

Reflective glass

Bronze polycarbonate

Door of 8’ to 9’ Door of 9 to 12’ 2” Door of 12’ 3”  to 16’ 2”
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A trendy look
 
Our designers are well aware of new trends in 
architectural design. They draw their inspiration 
from current trends or styles around the world 
before they apply the final and distinctive Garex 
touch.

This model is offered with a choice of various 
colors to suit your tastes!

DIMENSIONS DE PORTES

Door of 6’ to 7’

Door of 14’ to 16’

Door of 17’ to 18’

Door of 8’ to 10’ Door of 11’ to 13’

DOOR DIMENSIONS
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The Art of Contemporary

Trendsetter, the simple design of the 
Urban garage door from GAREX is the 
perfect complement to the modern 
architectural style of your home.

Offered in various colours, this garage 
door fits the personality of the home 
and its owner. It holds the quality and 
durability requirements  
you are looking for.

GAREX manufactures its doors 
according to high standards in the 
industry and focuses on customer 
satisfaction.

Urban
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* The Urban garage door is offered in woodgrain finish with a fine groove  
    at the top and bottom of each panel.

DIMENSIONS DE PORTES

Door of 6’ to 7’

Door of 14’ to 16’

Door of 17’ to 18’

Door of 8’ to 10’ Door of 11’ to 13’

DOOR DIMENSIONS
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DOOR MODELS

Port Royal                                Tilly  Montarville 

Lotbinière                                Mitis                                            Godefroy

Villeray
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A Touch of Authenticity

Inspired by a charming tradition, the 
new Seigneurie Collection from GAREX 
will add a touch of rustic elegance to 
your residence. 

Choosing amongst a vast choice of 
models and mouldings, you will be able 
to create a unique door reflecting your 
image.

Seigneurie

*GAREX garage doors are custom-designed for you.
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Door of 8’ (96”)

Door of 12’ (144”)

Door of 9’ (108”)

Door of 14’ (168”)

Door of 16’  (192”)

Door of 10’ (120”)

A refined look

Trendsetter in the design and 
manufacturing of steel or aluminum 
garage doors, GAREX introduces this 
new model: Premium Select XL. 

This modern inspiration of oversized 
embosses adds a contemporary touch  
to your home.

DOOR DIMENSIONS

Premium Select    XL
in
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*GAREX garage doors are custom-designed for you.
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Add a Touch of Prestige

The ornamental hardware and 
wainscoting pattern of this New-
Hampshire door lends a classical 
elegance that is sure to enhance the 
appearance of your home.  

Another clear example of why GAREX 
has been recognized for the quality and 
durability of its products for over 20 
years.

DOOR DIMENSIONS

       Door of 8’to 9’         Door of 9’ to 10’                Door of 10’ to 11’ 

Door of 12’ to 13’                                      Door of 13’ to 15’ 

Door of 16’ to 17’

p
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New-Hampshire

*GAREX garage doors are custom-designed for you. 
*Different choices of decorative hardware available, see page 27.
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Door of 8’ to 9’ Door of 10’ to 11’ 

Door of 12’ to 13’                     Door of 14’ to 15’

Door of 16’ to 17’

A Unique Style, Juste Like You

Inspired with a modern touch, the 
Vermont garage door will enhance  
the look of your property.

With a wide selection of colours and sizes 
available, you will find your door for sure.

DOOR DIMENSIONS

Vermont
un
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*GAREX garage doors are custom-designed for you.
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Quality has a Brand Name

For over 20 years, GAREX has been 
offering a wide range of efficient and 
silent functioning door models, such  
as the Premium. 

Available in steel or aluminum,  
in standard or custom colours,  
with a variety of decorative windows,  
this classic will embellish your home.

Premium
DIMENSIONS DE PORTES

Door of 6’ to 7’

Door of 14’ to 16’

Door of 17’to 18’

Door of 8’ to 10’ Door of 11’ to 13’

cl
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DOOR DIMENSIONS

*GAREX garage doors are custom-designed for you.
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Beauty made simple

Premium Select Mx, the new series 
makes classic, beauty and simplicity  
a whole.

Different patterns are offered (see 
illustration). Windows can be added,  
and the suitable color can be chosen.

A classic redesigned in beauty  
just for you. 

DOOR DIMENSIONS

Premium Select Mx
b
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*GAREX garage doors are custom-designed for you.

Premium SElect Mx
 
Premium SElect Mx-B

 
Premium SElect Mx-R

Avalaible in 7’, 8’ and 9’ widths

Avalaible in 7’, 8’ and 9’ widths
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Door of 8’ (96”)

Door of 12’ (144”)

Door of 9’ (108”)

Door of 14’ (168”)

Door of 16’  (192”)

Door of 10’ (120”)

A Redesigned Classic

Trendsetter in the design and 
manufacturing of steel or aluminum 
garage doors, GAREX introduces this 
model: Premium XL.

With its modern inspiration, this door 
model has rectangular panel mouldings 
that will add a touch of contemporary  
to your home. 

DOOR DIMENSIONS

PREMIUM XL
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*GAREX garage doors are custom-designed for you.
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RANGE OF COLOURS

The GAREX selection of colours is from  
oven-baked polyester based paints that meet  
high quality standards.

Colours shown may differ from the actual colours  
of the doors.

STEEL DOOR COLOURS ALUMINUM DOOR COLOURS

WHITE WHITE

SAND

PEBBLE

DARK OAK

COMMERCIAL BROWN GREY

IMPERIAL BROWN

SILVER

SLATE

Online quote 
garex.ca

BLACK
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GAREX offers a great variety of windows for your garage 
door. Whatever your tastes might be, you will find the model 
that will suite your property.

As a perfect complement to the architectural style of your 
home, GAREX also supplies custom designed windows.

WINDOWS

*The window  grills  can be painted.

Arched window 

8 square arched window

6 square window 9 square window

8 square window Spade

Fleur-de-lys

Colonial

DECORATIVE HARDWARE

*cast iron and stamped steel

* stamped steel

* stamped
  steel

*cast iron
  only with
  24” pannels
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GARAGE DOOR OPENERS

LINEAR LCO75 

• High quality 3/4 HP
• Smooth and quiet operation
• Stop and reverse of the door trajectory
• Lifetime warranty on the motor
• Automatic courtesy
• Safety autotesting feature
• Belt-drive or chain-drive

LINEAR LSO50

• High quality 1/2 HP
• Smooth and quiet operation
• Stop and reverse of the door trajectory
• Lifetime warranty on the motor
• Automatic courtesy light
• Safety autotesting feature
• Belt-drive or chain-drive

LINEAR LDO50

• Deluxe model 
• Smooth and quiet operation
• Stop and reverse of the door trajectory
• Lifetime warranty on the motor
• Automatic courtesy light
• Safety autotesting feature
• Belt-drive or chain-drive

LDCO 800

• High quality with a 800 Newton force
• Smooth and quiet operation
• Lifetime warranty on the motor
• Automatic courtesy light
• Safety autotesting feature
• Belt-drive or chain-drive

ACCESSORIES

Wireless
Keypad

Remote  
control

(Several models available)
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 STEEL ALUMINUM

Metal Thickness Gauge 26 Gauge 23
 0,40 mm 0,61 mm
 0,0175 po 0,024 po

Weight 9,69 kg/m2 7,08 kg/m2

 2 lbs/ft2 1,45 lbs/ft2

Insulation Factor RSI 2,81 RSI 2,81
 R16 R16

Door Thickness 44,5 mm 44,5 mm
 1 3/4” 1 3/4”

Insulation Density 40 kg/m3 40 kg/m3

 2,5 lbs/ft3 2,5 lbs/ft3

Paint Baked enamel polyester Baked enamel polyester

Colours White White
 Pebble Grey
 Commercial brown Imperial brown
 Sand
 Dark oak
 Black
 Silver
 Slate

Texture Woodgrain Woodgrain

Pattern Woodgrain only Woodgrain only
 Grooved Grooved  
 Embossed Embossed 
 

Technical Specifications

Weatherstrip and horizontal joints 
provide complete watertightness. 
No air circulation between the 
panel sections.
Polyurethane foam insulation  
pressure-injected between the  
interior/exterior faces to create  
a light and strong composite panel.
Insulation: RSI 2,81 (R-16)
Extruded polystyrene XPS end block
Flexible rubber inserted into  
a PVC reinforced moulding offering  
a tightly sealed fit to the floor.

Door Elements

Coating Description
ALUMINUM
Baked paint 
Primer
Chromate pretreatment
Aluminum
Chromate pretreatment
Primer

MAIN COMPONENTS  
OF THE DOOR

WARRANTY

LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY FOR RESIDENTIAL GARAGE DOORS

•  Door Section Warranty

 GAREX guarantees light coloured door sections for twenty-five 
(25) years. The installation of a dark coloured door decreases  
the  warranty to fifteen (15) years. In normal conditions of  
manipulation and in a normal environment of utilization, the war-
ranty covers perforation due to rust, cracking and swells of the 
paint and the delamination of the coating on the polyurethane; 
all making the product unusable. The warranty is valid starting 
the date of production, which is identified on the door sections.

•  Hardware Warranty

 GAREX guarantees its hardware from any manufacturing  
defect for residential doors for two (2) years. This warranty is 
effective starting from the purchase date at an authorized  
dealer.

•  Thermos Warranty

 GAREX guarantees its thermos for residential doors in 
normal conditions of use, for ten (10) years, against the 
formation of a film or dust accumulation on the inter-
nal surfaces of the sealed unit. This would occur because 
the unit has an unsealed joint. This warranty is effective 
starting the date of  purchase at one of its authorized  
dealers. Thermal breaks are not guaranteed.

•  Paint Warranty (other than standard colours)

 GAREX guarantees non-standard colours for ten (10) years.  The 
warranty starts on date the paint was applied.  The warranty  
covers flaking, cracking or the formation of blisters caused by 
loss of adhesion.

 GAREX also guarantees the paint sold by GAREX, other than 
its standard colours, for five (5) years. For the loss of heat  
retention that causes a change in the colour, particularly on  
vertically exposed surfaces. The warranty starts on date  
the paint was factory applied. 

 

GAREX guarantees all its fabricated products against all manu-
facturing defects for one (1) year starting on date of purchase at 
one of its authorized distributors.  The warranty is only applicable 
to residential use.  This warranty does not apply to commercial or 
rental properties.

STEEL
Baked paint
Primer
Galvanization
Steel
Galvanization
Primer



YOUR GAREX DISTRIBUTOR

A visit to our website will allow 
you to learn more about our 
products, discover our  
design center and help you  
find a distributor near you.
garex.ca
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Q U É B E C       
610, rue Principale, 
Val-Alain (Québec)  G0S 3H0 

M O N T R É A L  
10020, rue Mirabeau, 
Anjou (Québec)  H1J 1T6

info@garex.ca 
garex.ca

Phone : 1 800 748-3317
Fax : 1 877 744-3443

YOUR SATISFACTION,
OUR ENGAGEMENT


